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ABSTRACT

More than a century neurons with hyperstaining and compacted feature, dark neurons, have remained as a controversy in
clinical and experimental neuropathology studies. Strictly speaking dark neuron formation is characterized with a series of
morphological features and time-course stainability, but what made them quite bizarre is their non- enzymatic fashion of
formation and reversibility. These enigmatic features led to emerging a new theory based on metastability of a gel- like
structure filling the (neuro) cytoplasm. Although based on the gel- gel theory some mysterious aspects of dark neurons could
be explained, role of receptors and cytoskeleton were not included. In practice, the term dark neuron is often known as the dead
or degenerating neuron while in contrast more than 90-99 percent of dark neurons recover after a short period of time. The
aim of this review is to give a clear explanation on the morphological features of dark neuron and also provide a theoretical
framework in order to bridge between receptor- cytoskeleton and dark neuron behavior.
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INTRODUCTION

plausible in postmortem and non-preserved specimens,
adequate perfusion fixation before tissue harvesting
eliminates this type of DNs (artefactual type)[4, 17]. Precisely
DNs present neurons undergoing a series of morphological
features like specific silver staining and hyperchromophilia,
dark staining, and corkscrew appearance[18]. But what
has made them quite bizarre and enigmatic are striking
characteristics such as formation in non-enzymatic
conditions and reversibility[19, 20]. Studies have revealed
that around 90-99% of dark neurons recover(reversible
type) after a period of time, while in contrast, only a few
proportions of dark neurons become dead neurons[21].
Electron microscopic and autoradiographic studies have
demonstrated evidence confirming the low functional
activity of dark shrunken neurons with intense protein
synthesis due to the overexpression of amplified genes[22].
Nonetheless, a common feature of the all mentioned types
is hyperstaining at the light microscopic level[8]. Because a
majority of DNs with hyperchromophilia feature recover,
the presence of hyperstained neurons should not be
considered moribund or degenerating neurons. Therefore,
their presence, without considering morphological features
and time- course stainability, could be a potential source of
unintentionally misleading in neuropathology studies. The
origin and mechanism of dark neuron production remain
unclear. Additionally, it remains to be clarified whether
recovering neurons are still functional as normal neurons?.

Hyperstained dark shrunken neurons is a common
finding in clinical and experimental neuropathology. The
occurrence of dark stained neurons (DNs) has been a
matter of debate among researchers. Since Flesch reported
on neurons with hyperstaining features, a vast number
of studies have reported such neurons which also known
as hyperstained, compact, or dark neurons[1]. Maybe
the first comprehensive study on DNs was carried out
by Atillo A et al. 1983. His study showed that epileptic
seizure is associated with DNs formation in the cortex of
epileptic animals. According to Soderfeldt, DNs exhibit
condensed dark staining with an increased rate of swollen
mitochondria[2]. Subsequent studies in recent decades could
show dark neuron formation in various neurologic disorders
including epilepsy, pathometabolic condition, infection,
aging, brain ischemia, and cholestasis[3-7]. Before the 1980s
the prevailed notion only maintained extraneuronal causes
of dark neuron formation (artefactual)[8-13], but recent
finding based on experimental studies have described
four types of DNs; the artefactual, the neostriatal (the
Huntington’s type), the irreversible and reversible types[4].
Despite a vast number of reports on the presence of DNs
in various experimental conditions, some researchers have
questioned the essence of such a phenomenon and argue that
DNs are nothing more than an artifact resulted from tissue
processing[14-16]. Although this notion might be partially
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Identification and chronology of DNs occurrence:
As mentioned before DNs have been reported in the
various experimental conditions, pathometabolic, and
even healthy normal animals[3-6, 23]. So far no specific
immunocytochemical method has been developed for
DNs identification. Stainability of DNs with cationic or
anionic dyes and argyrophilic are still used as the choice
methods in light microscopic (LM) studies. Cationic dyes
such as Mayer’s hematoxylin and toluidine blue, anionic
dyes such as acid fuchsin and eosin[24], fluoro-jade,aminocupric-silver method of de Olmos[25, 26], physical and
chemical – development – silver method of Gallyas
et al[27, 28] have been used to demonstrate basophilia,
acidophilia and argyrophilic of DNs during their phases of
formation (Figure1-4). Chronologically DNs are classified
into fresh, recovering, recovered, moribund, and dead[24-28].
Freshly – produced DNs(less than four hours from their
formation) exhibit intense basophilia and argyrophilic,
while DNs enter recovering phase gradually lose the
acquired argyrphilia and basophilia and their normal
basophilia reappeared[24]. The presence of small dark brown
dots in cytoplasm of DNs or nuclear margin and nucleoli
stainability with cationic dyes are considered recovering
DNs (Figure 3-4). Moribund or dying DNs lose gradually
their acquired and normal basophilia within few hours. In
fact, a shift from mild acidophilia which reaches a strong
acidophilia becomes observable in dying DNs[24]. In other
words, DNs with survival time than 1 hour demonstrate
basophilia, less than 48 hours exhibit good argyrophilia
(Fig 3), while from 4 hours onward acidophilia gradually
becomes more intense. Behind the dark appearance,
DNs undergo a series of ultrastructural changes[24].
Based on transmission electron microscopy(TEM)fresh
dark neurons(with survival time less than 1 hour)are
characterized by dramatic volume reduction and increased
electrondensity[4]. During compaction, a large volume of
water passes through an apparently intact cell membrane
and taken up by astrocytes. The next phase, sustained
reaction, is characterized by more ultrastructural changes
(1 hour after insult till 48 after survival time) including Golgi
dilation, endoplasmic reticulum contraction, intracellular
compaction, and finally chromatin clumping[20, 21, 24, 29].
These ultrastructural changes (Fig 5-6) are accompanied
by further three-dimensional neuronal shrinkage and
compaction in the axon[29].

Fig 1: A degenerating dark neuron, detached from surrounding
(red arrow heads). Degenerating dark neurons or moribund lose
their argyrophilia gradually.
X100

Fig 2: A dark neuron with dark brown stained appearance (red
arrow head), in lower left corner a stained axon surrounded by
healthy neurons (yellow arrowheads) are seen.
X100

To sum up dark neurons undergo a transient change in
their electrical properties which is associated with reversible
compaction. Different staining properties in dark neurons
are probably suggestive of the conformational changes
in proteins. An experimental study has yield evidence in
favor of such an assumption[30, 31], but the mechanism of
compaction or the trigger point for such cellular even has
not been understood.

Fig 3: numerous deeply stained dark neurons with sharp contour
(fresh dark neurons) are seen (red arrowheads), also scattered
recovering dark neuron with amber like color cytoplasm (yellow
arrowheads) are easily discernible.
X100
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Reversibility mechanism
A majority proportion of dark neurons enter the
recovery phase so that more than 90-99% of DNs begin
a spontaneous reverse scenario which is characterized by
mitochondrion sized dot in the soma and subsequently in the
dendrite[4, 21, 27]. Ultra structurally recovering neurons can
be outlined with endoplasmic dilation and delivery of
membranous whorls bodies to astrocytes[20, 29]. About 1-10%
of DNs may enter an irreversible process in which cellular
changes lead to fragmentation of chromatin, vacuolization,
and finally, become dead neurons (vide infra)[32]. Despite
the vast number of studies the underlying mechanism(s)
of dark neurons has not been fully revealed. At present the
prevailed hypothesis of the mechanism of DNs formation
gives much more credence to the gel-to-gel transition
phase in the cytoplasm(hyaloplasm) of neurons undergoing
compaction[20]. According to this theory, an enigmatic
structure with metastable form fills the spaces between
organelles. This structure stores noncovalent energy that
can be released after exposure to various noxae and so a
chain of chemical reactions like polymerization would
begin and spread (domino likes effect) gel-gel hypothesis[33].
By polymerization of intraneuronal gel morphologic
characteristics of DNs such as volume reduction,
shrinkage and electrondensity would be explainable, but
the link between extracellular - intracellular milieu and
propagation of this phenomenon remains obscure[34, 35].
Despite the relative compatibility of the gel-to-gel phase
theory in explanation of the DNs phenomenon, it ignores
the role of receptors and cytoskeleton in DNs formation.
For instance, the study has documented evidence that
suggests the role of the cytoskeleton in dark neurons
formation[30, 31]. Studies emphasize the role of glutamate
receptors in dark neuron formation[23, 36]. On the other hand,
there are reports on the occurrence of such neurons in normal
healthy conditions, which indicate the developmental
role of dark neurons formation in the CNS. Tsubouchi
et al reported DNs presence during post-natal life. They
also found that DNs exhibit different affinity to lectin in
comparison with those of other neurons. He concluded that
DNs are presumably exhausted neurons after a period of
activity[37]. Besides Vohra et al could show the occurrence
of DNs in the aging cerebellum[6]. Our previous studies
showed diabetes mellitus (uncontrolled hyperglycemia)
increases DNs formation in the hippocampus. Interestingly
a few scattered DNs were also seen in the hippocampus
of the normal control groups[4]. Now a question may be
raised that; should the significantly increased number
of dark neurons in a pathometabolic condition such
diabetes is treated as acceleration in degeneration or more
vulnerability? Although the term "dark neuron" has been
used synonymously in pieces of literature, it needs to take
caution in the application of the term dark neurons, for
instance, the term dark neurons in health conditions such
as postnatal development should be interpreted as naturally
occurring dark neuron (NODN), while dark neurons
occurring in aging process should be considered a way of
neuronal death.

Fig 4: A typical dark neuron with Thread-like structure in its
cytoplasm. Interestingly a synaptic neuronal process juxtaposed
to the perikariyon showed darkening processes.
X100

Fig 5: TEM photographs reveal morphological features of
dark neurons. A dead dark neuron. Typically, a dark neuron
is characterized with preserved cell and nucleus membranes,
high electrondensity, dispersed chromatin pattern, irregular cell
contour. Extensive vacuolization surrounding the neurons is
evident indicating the reaction of astrocytes (A) during volume
reduction.Scale bar 44.

Fig 6: TEM photographs reveal morphological features of
dark neurons. A dark neuron with compacted dark appearance.
Chromatin pattern shows clumping and dispersion. Vacuolization
surrounding the dark neuron and degenerating mitochondria
(yellow arrowhead) are seen. In upper left a marked debris of
degenerated neuron is noticeable (red arrow).Scale bar 2µm.
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Fate of DNs

and protective functions[44]. The protective function of
glycoprotein is speculated to be vital to the central nervous
system (CNS) due to its limited regeneration capacity[45]. It
has been proposed that glycoprotein reduces the sensitivity
of neurons to glutamate excitotoxicity and damage[46]. A
study by Kherani et al demonstrated that glutamate release
or receptor activation are more likely mechanisms of dark
neuron production[36]. Semiempirical molecular orbital
method- based study suggests that different vibrational
states of glutamate receptors determine the excitation or
relaxation of a neuron[47]. Accordingly, the outer coat of
neurons (say acid sialic) is of a vibration state that would
inhibit actin polymerization. Changes in the vibrational
state of glycocalyx would determine the transient increase
in intracellular pressure, leading to volume reduction
and vice versa. Subsequently, any transient deviation
of glycocalyx vibrational state could affect cytoskeletal
meshwork, nucleus membrane-tethered to the cytoskeleton,
and actin[48]. These chains of reactions mediate actin
polymerization, contraction of the cytoskeleton, and
eventually transient increase in intraneuronal pressure
which in turn leading to water loss and cell shrinkage. A
unidirectional outflux of water and probably ions will affect
some organelles like mitochondria which are sensitive to
ion gradients[49]. In tandem with these changes, due to the
connection between cytoskeletal elements and the nucleus
membrane, increased intracellular pressure would affect
the nucleus and chromatin, leading to chromatin clumping
and margination. The reversibility of these phenomena will
depend on returning of glycocalyx vibrational state to the
specific regional defined range and actin depolymerization.
Ultrastructural and light microscopic findings confirm
this notion that the cytoskeleton complex is contributed
to DNs formation. Thread-like structures similar to
neurofibrillary tangle (NFT) may confirm cytoskeleton
involvement in DNs. Sever insult may disrupt glycocalyxcytoskeleton complex, inducing neurofibrillary tangle
that is the hallmark of neurodegeneration[50]. It seems
the glycocalyx-cytoskeleton complex is suited to act as a
mechanotransducer that could stir cytoskeleton reaction[48].
Therefore, it would reasonable to assume any change
including physical or chemical in extracellular milieu
may affect the normally defined limit of glycocalyxcytoskeleton and leads to darkening.

The mode of death of DNs has not been fully defined
and data on the fate of DNs are controversial. According
to TEM findings, the mode of death in DNs could not be
categorized into necrotic or apoptotic death[3, 38, 39], but the
similarities between apoptotic death and the mode of death
in dead DNs could be suggestive of a possible common
compaction and degradation process[4, 40].

A common target of different insults governs
plasticity- like nature of DNs
DNs undergo a series of morphological characteristics
including volume reduction and shrinkage. The nature
of such a phenomenon would presumably depend on the
rapid reaction of cytoskeletal elements[30, 31]. Therefore
it would be arguable to be assumed (i) a variety of
different noxae, share in a common target (ii) that can
transmit microphysical or traumatic stress (iii) to the
cytoskeleton bounded to the cell membrane. A question
may arise that how could the occurrence of DNs in healthy
conditions[4, 37]or during postnatal development[6] be
explained? It might be argued that such neurons are
probably apoptotic neurons, but the point is that less than
10 % of dark neurons enter the “dead” phase[3, 27-29, 38-40].
Additionally, the presence of recovering dark neurons in
the case of animal studies underlines the vulnerability of
the neuro-glial defense protective mechanism in harmful
paradigms[27]. Therefore, it would be arguable to assume
that when a dark neuron regains its normal morphology,
exhibiting a plastic-like behavior. In other words, the
comparison between the dynamic nature of DNs and the
behavior of neurons during plasticity likely reflects a
common developmental mechanism. Reversibility of DNs
phenomenon in particular shrinkage and surface reduction
can be analogized to the plasticity. Essentially plasticity
is referred to the peerless ability of the brain (neuron)
to change and reorganize in response to changes in the
environment. This unique ability of neurons promotes their
viability and subsequently survival of the organism[41].
The most known examples of neuronal plasticity are new
synapses formation, dendrite spines sprouting, retraction
and simplification of dendrites, and reduction of dendritic
spines in stressful conditions. Studies have revealed that
endogenous or exogenous stressors are associated with a
decrease in the surface and dendritic spine of the neurons[42].
Although such reductive responses are mediated by various
signaling pathways and hormones like cortisol (in animals),
the rationale behind these reactions has been less noticed.
Simplification of the dendritic tree and spine reduction
could be considered a protective mechanism by which a
neuron protects itself against insults (neural Darwinism)
[43]
. An intermediate structure likely mediates as an external
sensor. Such a role could be attributed to the cell surface
coat. The outer surface of a most mammalian cell is
covered by glycoprotein composed of oligosaccharides
and proteins. Glycoprotein plays a pivotal role in various
cell behaviors including cell to cell interaction, stabilizing,

Propagation of dark neuron phenomenon
Another exceptional feature of the DN formation
phenomenon is self-spreading through the dendrites and
soma[33-35]. Although it has been remarked this phenomenon
would restrict to dendrites and soma, there is good evidence
demonstrating the axonal involvement[4]. According to the
previous reports on the dark neuron phenomenon, it has
been stated that it could propagate to adjacent neurons
through the dendrite connections[3, 19-21, 28, 29, 33-35]. A study by
Hajnal et al demonstrated that amygdaloid kainite lesion
causes dark neuron formation in the anatomical related area
possibly through the neuronal projection[51]. The connection
between two proximity neurons occurs in the synaptic
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region. Ergo DNs formation is presumably related to the
Spatio-temporal arrangement of neuronal connections.
Direct connections of juxtaposed neurons seem to be a
sine qua non to spreading the DN phenomenon. This type
of connection may be responsible for fast, synchronous,
and coherent brain activity during conscious processing
or EEG[52]. Recent studies have yield evidence indicating
the presence of physical connection in the synaptic region.
Presynaptic and postsynaptic membranes of dendrites
are linked by β neurexin and neuroligin. The β neurexinneuroligin adhesion can influence the cytoskeletons of
the two adjacent neurons[53]. The intracellular domains of
these adhesive proteins establish a connection with the
presynaptic domain zone (PDZ) and postsynaptic density
(PSD). Cell adhesion molecules neurexin (presynaptic) and
neuroligin (presynaptic) connect (or indirectly by linking
synaptic proteins) to the cytoskeleton through the actinbinding protein 4.1 or the microtubule-binding protein
CRIPT[54]. This sort of connection provides fast intracellular
connection, resulting in actin polymerization of the two
closely apposed neurons. We speculate, concerning the
role β neurexin-neuroligin adhesion, polymerization of
actin, and transition phase from one neuron can spread
and affect neighboring neurons. To conclude, dark neuron
formation is a reversible, dynamic, and self-propagate
response to the transient alteration in the extracellular
physic-chemical milieu. Considering the fact that the
majority of dark neurons regain their normal morphology,
dealing more with just their formation in a variety of
conditions would not be helpful. Given less than 10 percent
of dark neurons enter an irreversible degenerative process;
it would be worthwhile to consider that dark neurons
occurrence potentially heralds neuronal loss. The relation
between their occurrence and any functional disturbance
or cognitive deficit needs more investigation in the future.
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